
For Plato, countering the arguments of the Sophists was virtually a raison d'etre. He might 

have felt at the core of his being that the Sophists’ Relativism was wrong. However, it could have 

been because he watched his friend and mentor, Socrates, sentenced to death because of Sophist 

arguments. Whatever his actual motivation might have been, Plato strove to create a system that 

was an effective counter to the Sophist’s assertion that all arguments are equally valid. 

Plato created the theory of Forms in which everything that is an object of knowledge is a 

Form. For example, the idea of a square or a triangle can be considered a Form, and that Form is 

eternal and stays put. Plato’s Forms are epistemologically like Parmenides’ One because they’re 

eternal, unchanging, and indestructible. The idea of a square would be considered an intelligible 

because it’s something derived from reason, as compared to things that are perceived by the senses, 

which Plato called sensibles. The sensibles are considered to be less accurate because of the 

inherent fallibility of the senses. 

Unlike Parmenides One, there isn’t just one Form, but many. From a metaphysical 

standpoint, the characteristics of objects, such as their roundness, can be a Form: “Any plurality of 

things which have a single name constitutes a specific type of [Form].” (Republic 596a)  

Plato felt that he refuted Democritus’ Atomism by saying that the Forms actually exist. As 

such, they cannot be made up of tiny individual atoms because the Forms are shared by all things. 

In addition, Atomism provides that everything happens because of the interaction of the atoms, 

which Democritus said was random because the atoms swerve at times. Plato believes that there is a 

Form of the Good, which would mean that the universe has an intelligent and pious order, and what 

happens is for the best. Plato denies Democritus’ vision of a random, uncaring, and disinterested 

universe in favor what could be pejoratively called a Panglossian world view. For Plato, Atomism 

failed because concepts like good and beauty cannot be merely composed of atoms.  In addition, 

Plato believed that there is a soul that is separate from and temporarily imprisoned by the body. He 

believed it can exist independently of the body, and therefore there must be more to man than just 

atoms. 

Next, Plato used the Forms to defeat Skepticism. He said that the Forms give us actual 

knowledge. Therefore, the Skeptics’ concept that nature is indeterminable cannot be valid. Plato 

also argued that Relativism was wrong because the knowledge derived from the Forms is not 

dependent upon what any culture feels or thinks. This gave Plato his cherished victory over the 

Sophists. 
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In challenging previous ideas, Plato gave the Forms an existence which he said was more 

real than anything we can see or touch. He takes his concept a step further by saying that the Forms 

also have the properties or essence of what they represent. Consequently, the Form for largeness 

must also be very large. In addition, a Form is created whenever there is a commonality between 

things.  

In giving these two attributes to Forms, Plato created a trap for himself. For example, if  two 

large objects give rise to the Form of largeness, that Form will, in turn, have the quality or essence 

of being large. At that point, there will be three things in existence that share the quality of 

largeness, i.e., the two original things that were large and the Form that is also large. Therefore, 

another Form will be created because of the commonality of the three large things, one of which 

was the recently created Form of largeness. This will go on ad infinitum. Another example would 

be the Form of a man which would be created by the commonalities between two men. However, 

that Form would, in essence, be a third man because Plato said that the Forms actually exist. Now 

there would be three men, and another Form would be created based upon the commonalities of the 

three men. This infinite regress is called the Third Man Problem. 

Aristotle rejected Plato’s Forms calling them empty phrases and poetic metaphors. He said 

that being a man is not related to the Form of a man, but it’s derived from the individual man 

himself in his own right. He also objected to Forms being able to account for change because they 

are supposed to be eternal and unchanging. For Aristotle, fundamental things must be individual 

and exist independently of other things. They cannot be attached or affected by imaginary Forms. 

Aristotle tried to solve the problems with Plato’s theory by saying that there is a Primary 

Substance. For Aristotle, this Primary Substance is what one would use as the subject of a sentence 

rather than the predicate, and he said it is the most basic way a thing can be. He said that there are 

also Secondary Substances using the example of [a particular] man being a Primary Substance, but 

another category that man might fall into, like animal, being a Secondary Substance. 

Like Plato, Aristotle disagreed with the Sophists’ Relativistic views. For him, the truth is 

saying what is, is. He concedes that there are other theories of what truth is, so he calls his 

description the Correspondence Theory of Truth because a statement is deemed true when it 

corresponds to reality. 

For Aristotle, the truth of a thing is derived from what the thing is used for, which he calls 

its teleology. Teleology comes from Telos, which means the end or goal. For Aristotle, all things are 

filled with Telos, including the egg whose goal is to grow into a creature. All earlier forms of a 
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substance already hold within them what they can potentially become. It is interesting to compare 

this idea to the Calvinist belief that all men have a calling in life. 

Like Socrates, Aristotle believed that knowledge came from Induction, which happens 

through perceptions and analysis. Induction is reasoning from particular cases to general or 

universal knowledge. For example, one might perceive that there are animals and from there realize 

that there are different species or that they have certain attributes, like consciousness. The 

examination of these differences and similarities leads to universal first principles. 

 Like Plato, Aristotle believed that there are souls, and he divided them into Nutrative, 

Sensitive, and Rational. Firstly, there is the Nutrative soul, which has the ability to take in 

nourishment and convert it into life. This type of soul belongs even to plants. The next type is the 

Sensitive soul, which gives a creature the ability to have sensations and desires. This is what 

animals have. Lastly, there is the Rational soul that gives the ability to reason, and Aristotle said 

that it belongs only to man. Without a soul, a man is merely a body incapable of action, and a soul 

is “a formal substance. That means it is the essence of a body. . . .” 

Aristotle’s concept of man having a soul that is superior to that possessed by other animals 

was incorporated into many future religions. It is a fundamental tenet of Judaism, Christianity, and 

Islam. It was also incorporated into the writings of many philosophers, including Descartes, 

Leibniz, and Kant. 

Aristotle also speculated that God is the unmoved mover who lives a life of perfect thought. 

He says the course of such perfect thinking is, “whatever is the most divine and most valuable, and 

plainly it does not change; for change would be for the worse.” However, if God’s thoughts are 

already perfect, what is left for God to think about? Aristotle says that God will eternally 

contemplate his own existence. Still, the question arises, if God is omnipotent and omnificent, what 

is there about his own existence that he hasn’t already thought about? 

Perhaps Aristotle was trying to say that the thoughts of God are unlike anything in the realm 

of human experience, where our thoughts are so often focused on abstractions and schemes to 

satisfy our desires. Wagner said it beautifully: 

I am convinced that there are universal currents of Divine Thought 

vibrating the aether everywhere and that any who can feel these vibrations is inspired. 
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